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See How Easily You Can Learn To Play The Blues Dear fellow guitarists, Do you love the blues? Does

the thought of playing blues guitar like Stevie Ray Vaughn, BB King, or Eric Clapton really get you

excited? If so then keep reading because this may be the most exciting thing you have ever read. The

blues are essential for anyone halfway serious about learning to play the guitar. Not only are the blues fun

and easy to play, they are the basis for thousands of rock songs. Groups like the Beatles, Led Zep and

Rolling Stones on up to contemporary guitarists like Eddie Van Halen and Steve Vai have been

influenced by the blues. Plus, the blues are a staple at all jam sessions. There is just no way around

it...you have to have a basic working knowledge of the blues. Thats why I have put together this special

report... Blues Guitar Essentials The Beginners Nitty-Gritty Guide To Getting Started With The Blues

What is Blues Guitar Essentials? Its just what it says it is. My goal in writing this report was to give you

everything you need to start playing the blues right away. You can be certain that every technique in this

report, when put into action will put you on the road to playing blues guitar. Notice I said put into action.

You dont get something for nothing. You have to practice. If you arent willing to put the time and effort

into learning the guitar, it aint gonna happen. Some people are willing to make wild and crazy claims on

the internet telling you that you can learn the entire fretboard in 60 minutes, or play guitar like a pro in 7

days. Not me! I am not promising that you will be the next great blues guitarist after working through this

report. But I am promising to give you exactly what you need to get started playing the blues. And if you

are willing to put in the time and effort...who knows? Here is just some of what youll learn Blues Guitar

Essentials 1. The 12 bar blues...this is the most basic and often used form of the blues. 2. The three

chords that most often make up the blues in every key. 3. How to play the blues with both open position

chords and barre chords 4. How to play a shuffle. (This is one you have heard many time whether you

realize it or not) 5. Two different simple patterns that will allow you to play the blues in any key. 6. Multiple

examples in notation and tab that clearly demonstrate how to play the blues. 7. How to play a major blues

8. How to play a minor blues 9. Five different ways to play the blues scale 10. Example licks to get you

going on the road to playing blues leads 11. And much more Think Im through yet? Not by a long shot.
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Because when you order your copy of Lead Guitar Tactics, youll also get... 5 valuable bonuses absolutely

free Bonus #1 - The 7 Most Common Mistakes Made When Learning The Guitar And How To Avoid

Them Through my years of teaching I have discovered 7 common mistakes made when learning the

guitar. When you know what they are and how to correct them, it is possible to learn the guitar with less

effort and more speed. Dont underestimate the value of the lessons in this report. Bonus #2 - mp3 files of

each and every example in Blues Guitar Essentials With these files you will be able to hear each and

every example so you will know how they are supposed to sound. No guess work on your part required.

Bonus #3 - Jam Trax With these jam trax you will be able to practice your soloing and expand upon your

new found knowledge. Using jam trax is one of the fastest and most fun ways to learn to play the guitar.

Bonus #4 - One on one support Im totally committed to your success and willing to do whatever it takes to

help you achieve Lead Guitar Tactics. While we wont be able to have lessons in person, you can ask me

directly for help via e-mail. I will be glad to answer any questions you have regarding the material

contained in Lead Guitar Tactics. Bonus #5 - Master Resell Rights With the purchase of this e-book,

Blues Guitar Essentials, you will also receive Master Resell Rights to the entire package. You can sell the

package as it is and keep 100 of the profits for yourself, give it away for free as a bonus or package it with

other e-books. 8. How to play a minor blues 9. Five different ways to play the blues scale 10. Example

licks to get you going on the road to playing blues leads 11. And much more Think Im through yet? Not by

a long shot. Because when you order your copy of Lead Guitar Tactics, youll also get... 5 valuable

bonuses absolutely free Bonus #1 - The 7 Most Common Mistakes Made When Learning The Guitar And

How To Avoid Them Through my years of teaching I have discovered 7 common mistakes made when

learning the guitar. When you know what they are and how to correct them, it is possible to learn the

guitar with less effort and more speed. Dont underestimate the value of the lessons in this report. Bonus

#2 - mp3 files of each and every example in Blues Guitar Essentials With these files you will be able to

hear each and every example so you will know how they are supposed to sound. No guess work on your

part required. Bonus #3 - Jam Trax With these jam trax you will be able to practice your soloing and

expand upon your new found knowledge. Using jam trax is one of the fastest and most fun ways to learn

to play the guitar. Bonus #4 - One on one support Im totally committed to your success and willing to do

whatever it takes to help you achieve Lead Guitar Tactics. While we wont be able to have lessons in

person, you can ask me directly for help via e-mail. I will be glad to answer any questions you have



regarding the material contained in Lead Guitar Tactics. Bonus #5 - Master Resell Rights With the

purchase of this e-book, Blues Guitar Essentials, you will also receive Master Resell Rights to the entire

package. You can sell the package as it is and keep 100 of the profits for yourself, give it away for free as

a bonus or package it with other e-books. 8. How to play a minor blues 9. Five different ways to play the

blues scale 10. Example licks to get you going on the road to playing blues leads 11. And much more

Think Im through yet? Not by a long shot. Because when you order your copy of Lead Guitar Tactics,

youll also get... 5 valuable bonuses absolutely free Bonus #1 - The 7 Most Common Mistakes Made

When Learning The Guitar And How To Avoid Them Through my years of teaching I have discovered 7

common mistakes made when learning the guitar. When you know what they are and how to correct

them, it is possible to learn the guitar with less effort and more speed. Dont underestimate the value of

the lessons in this report. Bonus #2 - mp3 files of each and every example in Blues Guitar Essentials With

these files you will be able to hear each and every example so you will know how they are supposed to

sound. No guess work on your part required. Bonus #3 - Jam Trax With these jam trax you will be able to

practice your soloing and expand upon your new found knowledge. Using jam trax is one of the fastest

and most fun ways to learn to play the guitar. Bonus #4 - One on one support Im totally committed to your

success and willing to do whatever it takes to help you achieve Lead Guitar Tactics. While we wont be

able to have lessons in person, you can ask me directly for help via e-mail. I will be glad to answer any

questions you have regarding the material contained in Lead Guitar Tactics. Bonus #5 - Master Resell

Rights With the purchase of this e-book, Blues Guitar Essentials, you will also receive Master Resell

Rights to the entire package. You can sell the package as it is and keep 100 of the profits for yourself,

give it away for free as a bonus or package it with other e-books. Why Should You Immediately act On

this offer? Ill give you not one but three reasons Reason 1: Information that you absorb instantly. In Blues

Guitar Essentials, you will be given a set of extremely simple but powerful instructions you can use right

away to start playing the blues right away. Reason 2: Youve got nothing to lose. Try it for 90 days. If you

dont like the course for any reason or no reason at all, simply return the course and I will cheerfully refund

your money...no questions asked. I have been testing these methods with my students for years and I am

totally confident that these methods will work for you too. Reason 3: Price This is the first time I have

offered this report publicly. My students have been getting this in their lessons for years. In fact, they pay

me $50 an hour for private lessons. If you were to total up the number of lessons that it would take to get



this information, it would cost you at least $500. You can have it now for a ridiculously low price and its a

steal at that price, but it wont stay that way for long. This is a special introductory price and I plan to raise

it soon. Dont delay. Why pay more when you can get it at this price and use this information right away. If

you want to take advantage of this offer do it now. Really, theres nothing left to say. Ive done just about

everything possible to get you started with Blues Guitar Essentials right away. In fact, if theres something

I havent done (short of giving it away, which I practically have) that you think I should have - let me know.

Otherwise, itll be a huge mystery if you choose not to get in on this deal. Think about it, you could keep

stumbling and fumbling around trying to play blues guitar or you could follow a proven plan to blues guitar

success. So what are you waiting for to make your guitar playing dreams come true? Get going now! To

Your Guitar Playing Success, Bob Murnahan Imagine jamming with your friends and how surprised theyll

be when you whip out some cool new licks and how you will feel then. No more frustration just...pure

confidence. Act now! Buy now! Your satisfaction is guaranteed. Tags: the beginners nitty-gritty guide to

getting started with the blues, how to play the blues with both open position chords and barre chords
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